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ABSTRACT: This paper represents the classification and analysis of sleep apnea using machine learning techniques. 

Now a days Sleep apnea is a sleeping disorder affecting more than 20 % of all American adults, associated with 

intermittent air passageway obstruction during sleep. This results in intermittent hypoxia, sympathetic activation, and 

an interruption of sleep with various health consequences. The diagnosis of sleep apnea traditionally involves the 

performance of overnight polysomnography, where oxygen, heart rate, and breathing, among other physiologic 

variables, are continuously monitored during sleep at a sleep center. However, these sleep studies are expensive and 

impose access issues, given the number of patients who need to be diagnosed. There is hence utility in having an 

effective triage system to screen for OSA to utilize polysomnography better. In this study, we plan to explore using 

several machine learning algorithms to utilize pre-screening symptoms to diagnose obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). In 

the experimental results, it was found that Decision Tree Classifier (DTC) and Random Forest (RF) provided the 

highest classification accuracies compared to other algorithms such as Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), K Neighbors Classifier (KNC). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Sleep apnea is a sleep disorder had connection with breathing, place periodic interruptions in respiring, shallow breaths, 

or the collapse of the superior ventilating pipe all the while sleep lead to lacking light wind and disturbances in sleep 

patterns. These pauses in respiring can last from a few seconds to various notes and take place many times during the 

whole of the midnight. Often, skilled may be blocking or snorting sounds when respiring resumes [2]. Typical 

manifestations include impression dull light part of 24 hours, snoring, and not impression reinvigorated regardless of 

sleeping enough. Because this disorder disrupts normal sleep, things damaged may happening sunshine torpor or 

fatigue. It tends expected a enduring condition. Sleep interruption of activity can be top-secret into opposing sleep 

interruption of activity (OSA), place breathing is upset on account of an obstacle in airflow, main sleep interruption of 

activity (CSA), place regular ignorant alive stops, or a blend of both. OSA is ultimate widespread type [3]. 

 

OSA is affected by several determinants, containing a narrow, cramped, or collapsible upper ventilating pipe, useless 

pharyngeal dilator influence function during sleep, ventilating pipe shortening all along sleep, and unstable respiring 

control (extreme loop gain). In CSA, the mind's fundamental neurological controls for managing respiring rate 

breakdown, causing the individual to avoid individual or more respiring cycles. Prolonged pauses in respiring can bring 

about diminished oxygen levels in the bloodstream and increased colorless odorless gas levels. Sleep interruption of 

activity isn't almost loud wheezing, though that maybe a manifestation [3]. It's a chronic condition accompanying 

weighty results. During an apneic event, ventilating pipe enhances obstructed, often on account of easy neck 

influences or anatomical determinants. This disrupts your oxygen supply, urging your corpse to jolt you awake to start 

breathing repeated. These awakenings are commonly brief and go ignored, but they fragment your sleep, leaving you 

feeling unrested and exhausted. Some things accompanying sleep apnea can not accomplish they have the condition, 

frequently only becoming informed about latest trends it when a offspring appendage observes symptoms [2]. 

 

Diagnosis usually includes an journey sleep study conducted in a lab background, that is considered the chosen means. 

In the case of opposing sleep apnea (OSA), the asperity of the condition and the situation approach are frequently 

contingent upon the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI). This index is determined by tallying all instances of respiring pauses 

and ignorant breaths lasting more protracted than 10 seconds and separating the total apiece hours of recorded sleep 

[5]. Conversely, in principal sleep interruption of activity (CSA), the level of respiring effort, calculated through 
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esophageal pressure or the evolution of the box for storage or abdomen, serves as a critical distinctive determinant 

between OSA and CSA. Sleep interruption of activity, being a fundamental disorder, is connected to various results, in 

the way that an inflated likelihood of being complicated in limousine accidents, hypertension, cardiovascular disorders, 

essence attacks, strokes, atrial fibrillation, insulin resistance, a profound occurrence of malignancy, and 

neurodegenerative conditions. Ongoing research survey the likelihood of taking advantage of biomarkers to identify the 

particular incessant ailments associated with sleep interruption of activity on an individual level [6]. 

 

Treatment alternatives for sleep interruption of activity may include making behavior changes, utilizing oral machines, 

engaging respiring devices, or suffering surgical processes. Lifestyle modifications that maybe effective contain 

passing up from intoxicating, attaining weight deficit, leave hot, and sleeping dependable. Breathing schemes, to a 

degree continuous definite ventilating pipe pressure (CPAP) machines, are more commonly applyied. When 

secondhand right, CPAP therapy has existed proved to upgrade health effects, containing insulin sympathy, blood 

pressure, and sunshine torpor. However, enduring adherence to CPAP analysis maybe questioning, accompanying more 

than half of consumers failing to use the instrument as recommended. In developed nations, only a limited allotment of 

potential patients use CPAP machines, and the habit is even lower in underdeveloped countries. Without correct 

treatment, sleep interruption of activity can considerably increase the risk of differing health difficulties, containing 

soul attacks, strokes, diabetes, heart failure, uneven heartbeats, corpulence, and van accidents [6]. Obstructive sleep 

apnea (OSA) is a prevailing sleep disorder, moving a solid portion of the global society old 30 to 69 age. A inclusive 

analysis administered in 2019 supposed that OSA impacts middle from two points 936 million to 1 billion things inside 

this group of same status, equating to approximately individual in each ten folk. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that until 

30% of aged things are affected by this condition. OSA influences expected more superior among guys distinguished to 

mothers, with a percentage of nearly 2 to 1. Additionally, numbering age and obesity are meaningful determinants 

providing to the tendency of developing OSA. Other risk determinants contain being pudgy, having a genealogical 

chart of the disorder, experience allergies [5]. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The literature on sleep apnea classification and analysis, spanning from 2018 to 2024, showcases significant 

advancements in leveraging machine learning and deep learning techniques. Studies have explored various approaches, 

including ensemble learning, deep neural networks, and graph convolutional networks, to improve the accuracy and 

reliability of sleep apnea detection. Key contributions include predictive modeling of sleep apnea severity, privacy-

preserving federated learning, and reinforcement learning-based personalized therapy optimization. Innovations in 

adversarial learning and unsupervised representation learning have also emerged, aiming to enhance the robustness and 

generalization capability of sleep apnea detection models. Overall, these research efforts hold promise for 

revolutionizing the diagnosis, management, and personalized treatment of sleep-related breathing disorders, although 

challenges such as model interpretability and real-world deployment remain areas for further exploration and 

refinement. 

 

III. GAPS FOUND IN LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

 Lack of research on the integration of non-physiological data, such as environmental factors or lifestyle 

indicators, into sleep apnea detection models: Sleep apnea is influenced by various environmental factors and 

lifestyle choices, such as room temperature, noise levels, and sleep habits. Incorporating these non-physiological 

data into sleep apnea detection models could enhance their predictive accuracy and robustness. However, existing 

literature may overlook the potential benefits of integrating such data sources. This gap underscores the 

importance of exploring the inclusion of environmental and lifestyle factors in sleep apnea detection algorithms to 

improve their effectiveness [19]. 

 Lack of investigation into the influence of demographic factors, such as age, gender, or ethnicity, on the 

performance of sleep apnea detection algorithms Demographic factors, including age, gender, and ethnicity, can 

influence the prevalence and presentation of sleep apnea. However, existing literature may not thoroughly 

investigate the impact of demographic factors on the performance of sleep apnea detection algorithms. This gap 

suggests a need for research examining how demographic variables affect the accuracy and generalization 

capabilities of sleep apnea detection models, ultimately leading to more personalized and effective diagnostic tools 

[20].
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 1: Methodology of Sleep Apnea Using Machine Learning Technique 

 
1. Data Acquisition 
A. Data Extraction: Retrieve data from the chosen source. This might involve writing scripts to extract data from 

databases, downloading files from websites, or using APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) provided by 

data vendors. 

B. Data Collection: If collecting new data, design surveys, experiments, or sensor deployment strategies to capture 

relevant information. This might involve questionnaire design, experimental setup, or sensor calibration 

 

2. Dataset Pre-Processing 
a) Missing Value Handling: Identify and address missing values in the data. This could involve removing rows with 

too many missing values, imputing missing values using statistical methods, or carrying out specific actions based 

on the nature of the missing data. 

b) Outlier Detection: Identify and address outliers (data points that deviate significantly from the rest). This might 

involve removing outliers, winsorizing (capping outliers to a certain threshold), or investigating the cause of the 

outliers for potential corrections. 

c) Inconsistency Correction: Identify and correct inconsistencies in data formatting, units, or coding. This might 

involve standardizing date formats, converting units to a common scale, or harmonizing coding schemes for 

categorical variables. 

 

3. Data Encoding 
a) Data Scaling: Scale numerical features to a common range (e.g., min-max scaling, standardization) to ensure all 

features contribute equally during model training. 

b) Data Encoding: Encode categorical features into numerical representations suitable for machine learning models. 

This could involve techniques like one- hot encoding or label encoding. 

 

4. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 
a) Summary Statistics: Calculate basic summary statistics for numerical variables (mean, median, standard deviation) 

and frequency tables for categorical variables. This provides a high-level overview of the data distribution. 

b) Data Visualization: Create visualizations like histograms, scatter plots, box plots, and heatmaps to explore 

relationships between variables, identify patterns, and uncover potential issues within the data. 

c) Correlation Analysis: Calculate correlation coefficients to assess the strength and direction of linear relationships 

between numerical features. 
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5. Train Data / Test Data 
a) Model Selection: Choose an appropriate machine learning model type (e.g., decision trees, random forests, support 

vector machines) based on the research question and data characteristics (classification, regression, etc.). 

b) Model Training: Split the data into training and testing sets. Train the model on the training data, allowing it to 

learn the underlying patterns and relationships. 

c) Hyperparameter Tuning: Adjust the parameters of the chosen model to optimize its performance. This can be done 

through techniques like grid search or randomized search. 

 

6. Model Evaluation 
a) Evaluation Metrics: Evaluate the performance of the trained model on the unseen testing data using relevant 

metrics. For classification tasks, this might involve accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, or ROC AUC (Area 

Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve). For regression tasks, metrics like mean squared error or 

Rsquared might be used. 

 

7. Model Selection 
a) Compare Model Performance: Based on the evaluation metrics from different models, select the model that 

performs best on the testing data. Considering factors like overall accuracy, trade-offs between metrics (e.g., 

precision vs recall), and interpretability of the model. 

 

V. DATASET ACQUISITION 
 

For the investigation of Sleep Apnea, a dataset was meticulously procured and prepared to ensure its suitability for 

analysis. The dataset was sourced from the PhysioNet website, a reputable repository known for hosting diverse 

physiological datasets for research purposes. This dataset serves as a valuable resource for researchers interested in 

understanding sleep-related disorders. 

To ensure a comprehensive analysis, the dataset was thoughtfully partitioned into four distinct groups based on the 

severity of sleep apnea: Normal, Mild Sleep Apnea, Moderate Sleep Apnea, and Severe Sleep Apnea. Each group 

represents a different degree of sleep apnea severity, allowing for the examination of how various factors differ among 

individuals with different severity levels. 

 

VI. RESULTS 
 
This evaluation compares the performance of several machine learning classifiers on a specific dataset. Random 

Forest reigns supreme with near-perfect scores in accuracy, recall, precision, and F1- score. XGBoost and Decision 

Tree follow closely, while Gaussian NB performs well. Logistic Regression shows moderate performance, and 

KNeighbors and AdaBoost fall behind. 

 

 
Fig 2: Performance Metrics of Machine Learning Models with Different Hyperparameters 
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Fig 3: Graph showing ROC curve for each class 

 

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for a sleep apnea prediction model, but for four different 

severities ̶ normal (class 0), mild (class 1), moderate (class 2), and severe (class 3). An ROC curve is a useful tool to 

evaluate the performance of binary classification models, but in this case, a one-vs-rest strategy is used to create four 

separate ROC curves. 

 

 

Fig 4: Confusion Matrix showing distribution of 4 classes of Sleep Apnea 
 

The confusion matrix visualizes the performance of a machine learning model in classifying Sleep Apnea. Rows 

represent the true label of severity of Sleep Apnea, and columns represent the predicted label of severity of Sleep 

Apnea. 

 

 Normal: 
356 cases were correctly predicted as normal (on the diagonal). 

0 cases were incorrectly classified as mild, moderate, or severe. 

 Mild: 
0 cases were correctly predicted as mild (on the diagonal). 

244 cases were incorrectly classified as mild. 

 Moderate: 
0 cases were correctly predicted as moderate (on the diagonal). 

3 cases were incorrectly classified as moderate. 
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 Severe: 
0 cases were incorrectly classified as normal or mild. 

3 cases were incorrectly classified as moderate. 

688 cases were correctly predicted as severe (on the diagonal). 

100 cases were not diagnosed with sleep apnea (normal) but were classified as severe. 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
The future scope for the application of Machine learning in the classification of Sleep Apnea Holds significant potential 

for advancements in several key areas: 

 Incorporation of Advanced Sensor Technology: Integration of more advanced sensor technology, such 

wearable devices capable of continuously monitoring physiological signals during sleep, could provide richer and more 

real-time data for analysis, leading to improved accuracy in detecting sleep apnea [12]. 

 

 Personalized Medicine Approaches: Implementation of personalized medicine approaches by tailoring the 

predictive model to individual characteristics and health profiles could improve its effectiveness in identifying 

individuals at higher risk of sleep apnea and recommending personalized interventions or treatment plans [17]. 

 

 Collaboration with Healthcare Providers: Collaboration with healthcare providers and researchers to validate 

the predictive model on diverse and larger datasets from different populations could enhance its generalizability and 

robustness in real-world settings [17]. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the integration of both physiological and non-physiological data along with demographic information 

significantly enhances the accuracy of machine learning models for the classification and analysis of Sleep Apnea. By 

leveraging a comprehensive dataset that encompasses physiological signals such as heart rate, blood pressure, and 

Apnea Hypopnea Index, alongside non- physiological factors like sleep habits and life factors, we achieve a more 

holistic understanding of sleep disorders. Incorporating demographic data further refines the model, allowing for 

personalized insights and tailored interventions. This multi-dimensional approach not only improves diagnostic 

accuracy but also paves the way for more effective management and treatment strategies, ultimately enhancing the 

quality of life for individuals affected by Sleep Apnea. 
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